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Let C = (V, E) be a digraph wl,th n vertices. Let f be a function from E illto the real 
numbem, associating with each edg~t: e EE a weight f(e). Given any sequence of edges 

0 = el, e2, , . . , ep define w(a), the wei@ of a, as CyS 1 f(q), and define m(o), the mean weight 
of u, as w(a)&. Let A* ==min, m(C) where C ranges over all directed cycles in G; A* is called l 
the mhimum cycle mean. We give a knple characterization of A*, as well as an algorithm for 
computing it efficiently. 

Let G = (V, E) be r; digraph with n vertices. Let f be a function from E into the 
real numbers, associating with each edge e E E a weight f(e). Ciiven any sequence 
of edges fr = e,, e2, . . . , % defme W(O), the weight of a, as Cy=, f(ei), and define 
m(o), the mean weight of a, as w(a)&. Let A* = min, m(C) where C ranges 
over all directed cycles in G; h* is called the minimu~n cycle mean. We shall give 
a simple characterization of A*, as well as an algorithm for computing it 
efficiently. 

If G .is not strongly connected then we can find the minimum cycle mean by 
de%ermidng the minimum cycle mean for each strong component of G, and then 
taktig thd least of these. The strong components can be found in O(n + 1 El) 

computational steps [6]. Hencefidrth we assume that G is strorigly connected. 
Let s be an arbitrarily chosen vertex. FOI every v E V, and every nonnegative 

il&ger k, define Fk{v\ as the minimum weight of an edge progression of length k 
from *I to v ; if no such edge progression exists, then &(v) = 00. 

h*=min m;m 

VEV Osksru--1 

The proof requires a lemma. 

(1) 
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Shw A,lk _c -- 0 there exists a cycle of weight zero, and there exists no cycle of 
ne@ive vh@hl:. Ibum there are uo negati% cycb there is a minimum-weight 
edge progression from s 3to v, and I&S length is Eess than n. Let this minimum 
w&ght be 7;(v). Then F,(v) B a(u). P&o, pa(v) = rn.i~~()~~~~_~ &(v), so 

1q v) -- ?T(v) == max 
Ob;k cat-1 

iF,( v) - Fk (v) a J, 

mnld 

a0. (2) 

Etpa1it-y hoMs in (2;) if and only if F’(v) = rr(vj. Hence we can complete the 
pr~H by showing that there exists a v such th.at F,(v) * n(v). Let C be a cycle of 
w&g& mro, and let w be a vertex ih C. L&t lip(~) be a path (sf ,weight W(W) from x 
to W, Then P(w), follow~ed by any numbler of repeititions of C, is also a 
minimum-weight edge progression from s to w, Hence, any initial part of such an 
edge progression must be a minimum-weight edge progression from s to its end 
point. After sticie~t~y many repetitions of C, such an initial part of length n will 
occur; let its end point be 4. Then F,( w’) = I. Choosing v = w’, the proof is 
complete. 

Brarf af ‘breur 1. We st Lady :thle effect of reducing each edge weight f(e) b:y a 
Instant c. CJearlly A* is reduced by c, Fk(v) is reduced by kc, (F,(v) - Fk(v))j(n - 
k) is reducktif by c, and 

min max 
F,(v). - Fk(v) 
--- DEW 5Skcn-1 n--k : 

is reduced by c. Hence both sides of (1) are affected equally when the function f is 
sramzla*,ed by a constant. Choosici;: t‘:lat translation *which makes A.* zero, and then 
apnl ying Lemma 2, the proof is ;‘,:lrnpplete. 

VW GUI compute the quantitie; P i(v) by the recurrence 

with the initial condition 

d;r,lS) = I); fi;(v) ::: ‘13, Z’.rS 2: 
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have been tabulated, we can compute 

A~ = *in max F,‘v) -F,(v) 
vcv Osi;k6?t--1 t n-k 1 

in O(n”) fu, her qerations. Since G is strongly connected n < IEI, so the over-all 
c,omputatio I the is bin IEI). If the actual cycle yielding the minimum cycle mean 
is desired, 1~ calI be computed by selecting the minimizing v and k in (11, finding a 
minimum-weight edge progression of length n from s to v, and extracting a cycle 
of length n - k occurring within that edge progrh ssion. 

The minimum cycle mean problem is closely related to the negative cycle 
problem ; i.e., the prob1e.n of deciding whether a digraph with weighted edges has 
a cycle of negative weight. The best algorithms known for solving the negative 
cycle problem ..equire time -, f’rfy! IF/) (yee $12. 47). The best algorithm previously 
klnown for computing the minimum cycle-mean [3] makes O(log n) cab on a 

subroutine for solving the negativs cycle problem, and hence ha; a rurming time 
of O(n IEI log 12). Any algorithm for tht: minimum cycle mean problem yields a 
solution to the negative cycle pr&lem quite simpiy: a negative cycle exists if arId 
only if A* < 0. Thu.s any improvement on the O(n [El) running time of our 
minimum cycle mean algorithm would also give an improveId upper bor?nd on :hc 
computational complexity of the negative cycle problem. 
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